Set things in motion with Headway: conference and communal tables designed for seamless technology so teammates can connect, collaborate, and move ideas forward. Boasting an impressive array of shapes, finishes, configurations, and postures, you can customize Headway to fit any office and aesthetic. From brainstorm to board room, Headway’s sleek design and tech prowess make it an essential part of every meeting.

**Benefits**
- Works in any style of office, with nearly endless choices for its shapes, postures, finishes, and tech
- Hides technology components, routes wires, and tucks away outlets
- Easily accommodates third-party technology
- Communal style tables offer options for creating community beyond the conference room

**Warranty**
12-year, 3-shift
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Key Features

1. Tables are offered in three base types, four shapes, up to three heights, and various lengths up to 240”.
2. Cables can enter at any point along the spanner, allowing for power source flexibility.
3. Wide, hollow legs accommodate a large volume of power and data cables.
4. Roomy cabinet bases house technology components and hide them from view.
5. A range of technology cutouts are available to accommodate a variety of hardware units.

Statement of Line Overview

Y Base Tables | Cabinet Base Tables | Communal Tables

Surface Options

Rectangle* | Tapered | Boat | Oval

*Communal Tables are only offered with a rectangular surface

For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.

Materials

Click here to view the complete textile and materials offering for Headway Tables.

Sustainability

Click here to see how Headway Tables meet your environmental goals.

Product Models

Click here to see product models for Headway Tables.
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